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Book Descriptions:

88 jimmy manual transmission

Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.Introduced to the Chevrolet line for the 1969 model year, the K5 Blazer was
replaced for 1995 by the Chevrolet Tahoe. In 1970, GMC introduced its own model of the truck,
called the Jimmy, which was discontinued in 1991 and replaced by the Yukon. For 1976, GM
introduced a halfcab design that was less prone to leaks and slightly safer in a rollover.It was
available in 1969 model year as fourwheel drive only; for 1970, a twowheel drive model was offered.
There were four choices for power plants the 250 straight6, the 292 straight6, the 307 V8, and the
350 V8.Both of these were originally aimed at the short Jeep CJ series, which were much smaller
than other trucks. The innovation of the Blazer was to simply offer a shortened pickup truck, which
both increased interior space, and lowered the cost of production with a shared platform. The Blazer
quickly became popular. By 1970, the Blazer was already outselling both of its older rivals. Ford,
Dodge, and even Jeep would counter with similar shortened pickups, with the Dodge Ramcharger
and Jeep Cherokee.The fourwheel drive version had a solid front axle and used leaf springs front and
rear. Both versions used drum brakes at all four corners until 1971, when the entire GM light truck
line got standard front discs.For in late 1988 for 1989 models, the front grille was changed to
resemble the squaredoff ones used on the GMT400 series of pickups.Available engines included a
292 cu in 4.8 L inlinesix, smallblock V8s of 305, 307, 350, or 400 cubic inches 5.0, 5.0, 5.7, and 6.6
liters, and a 6.2 L Detroit Diesel V8. There is an overlap of 12bolt rears into the early 80s, while the
10bolt front axle was phased into production in the late
1970s.http://rigdrilling.org/userfiles/cameron-hydraulics-manual.xml

88 jimmy manual transmission, 88 jimmy manual transmission parts, 88 jimmy
manual transmission problems, 88 jimmy manual transmission fluid, 88 jimmy
manual transmission diagram.

The weight of the large glass panel was rumored to be a liability as the manual crank gears wore
prematurely and the electric motor was prone to frequent overheating and subsequent failure. This
also included the electric motor drive cable which goes to the window regulator to the motor similar
in design to a speedometer cable, which usually would fail under heavy abuse. Another feature of the
K5 Blazer tailgate was the safety switch connected to the electric motor which prevented the rear
window from being raised if the tailgate was unlatched.These engines produced nearly as much
torque as the 350, giving a similar driving feel. However, these power plants were underpowered
and prone to detonation engine knocking , especially with the electronic spark control module. To
achieve the 9.21 compression ratio, the cylinder head chambers were smaller, measuring 56 cc
instead of 76 cc. Between 1983 and 1987, what is known as the M1009 CUCV was the production
militarized version of the civilian K5. A majority of them are painted olive drab green or in the
woodland camouflage pattern, though some vehicles that saw desert use were painted tan. All
M1009s, including its derivatives, are powered with the 6.2 L Diesel power plant. Most of the truck
actually runs on 12 V. It has two separate 12 V alternators and batteries wired in series, only the
glow plug system, injection pump, the starter, and the jumper cable jack are wired to the 24 V
terminals.If this is done and the 24 V starter is replaced with a standard 12v starter, the second
alternator is no longer needed. If this is done then the military 24 V slave adapter in the grille will
need to be disconnected as well.More new features for 1988 included a fixed mast antenna in place
of the old windshield antenna, a trip odometer as part of the gauge package cluster, and an
improved pulse windshield wiper control. Also, helping to reduce air leaks in the doors was a new
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door handle seal.http://p-energo.ru/content/camileo-hd-manual.xml

Corporate 10bolt axles were upgraded to 30 spline axle shafts from previous 28 spline. The standard
L05 5.7liter V8 now had one serpentine accessory drive belt in place of the older multibelt accessory
drive setup. 1989 was first year for the 241 transfer case and also the only year for speedometer
cable driven version of the 241. A new electronic speedometer system, with a 6 digit odometer on
the dashboard was also introduced for 1990, along with nonasbestos brake linings. A new brake
warning light on the dashboard was also introduced for 1990. The Blazer body also used double
sided, galvanized exterior sheet metal. A new option for 1990 was power mirrors. The 5.7 liter V8
L05 engine was improved for 1990 with the addition of improved oil control rings, a redesigned rear
crankshaft seal, a new camshaft sprocket design, nonasbestos intake manifold gaskets, and
heavyduty intake valves. 3 point shoulder harness also become standard for rear passengers. The
rear seat arm rest were eliminated from rear seat to make room for shoulder belts and pads were
added to the wheel housings. The TBI throttle body injection system used on the Blazers standard
5.7 liter V8 had longer throttle shaft bearings, new throttle return springs, and improved fuel
mixture distribution. The 5.7 liter V8 also had new heavyduty intake valves and powdered metal
camshaft sprockets. Standard on all engines was a lighter more powerful 100amp CS130 alternator.
Two new exterior colors, Brilliant Blue and Slate Metallic were offered.The GMC Jimmy was
renamed Yukon.By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Sharing the
same ladder frame as the small S15 pickup truck, the Jimmy was first offered only as a twodoor. The
fourdoor option for the GMC Jimmy debuted in 1991 to contend with the Jeep Cherokee and Ford
Explorer. Completely redesigned for 1995, the GMC Jimmy gained sleeker body panels.

Available as a twowheel drive and fourwheel drive in 1998, the GMC jimmy arrived with power from
a 4.3liter V6 engine. Generating 190 horsepower and 250 poundfeet of torque, the Jimmy’s
powerplant was matched with a fivespeed manual or fourspeed automatic transmission. While the
GMC Jimmy was built for a family market, a luxury version of the sport utility vehicle was introduced
in 1998 as the Envoy. In 2000, a Diamond Edition model commemorated the 30th anniversary of the
GMC Jimmy. Offered only in a fourdoor body style, the 2000 GMC Jimmy Diamond Edition featured
special badging, diamondstitched leather seating and unique aluminum plates along the bottom of
the side doors. In the United States market, the GMC Jimmy was dropped from the lineup following
the 2001 model year and was replaced by the 2002 Envoy. The camaro The 94 is also What can that
be if Must have been from Will 2000 s10 2.2 engine work in Please help. ASAP. Ty Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. We can contact you via phone or email.We offer a complete line of new, remanufactured,
OE replacement and performance manual transmissions, Transfer cases, and differentials along with
quality components for rebuilding and repair. We offer parts for a variety of makes and models of
foreign and domestic passenger cars, SUVs and light duty trucks. As manual transmissions become a
less popular option offered by most orginal equipment suppliers, many aftermarket remanufacturers
have turned their attention to other volume based product lines. Zumbrota Drivetrain continues to
focus directly on this segment of the market. The result is obvious, Zumbrota Drivetrain delivers
some of the most dependable remanufactured five speed, six speed and transaxle manual
transmissions available. Our ability to produce quality manual transmissions is due to the people and
processes developed over the last 30 years.

http://www.bouwdata.net/evenement/3m-apg-definitions-manual

These processes are continuously reviewed to ensure the highest quality possible. Features Quality
inspections are conducted 3 times during the remanufacturing process A preinspection is done to
ensure the unit is free of case cracks, excessive wear and to catch other OEM related problems that
many cores have A second inspection is conducted during the reman process to ensure all
component parts meet OEM specifications A final postbuild inspection is done to ensure unit is built
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to our strict standards All units are quality inspected throughout the remanufacturing process to
maintain our quality standard. All housings and top covers are cleaned utilizing our state of the art
hydro blasting and rinsing process. This process is what brings all cases back to the OEM finish.
Once youve seen it, youll understand what we mean. 100 percent inspection of internal parts,
including gear wear checks, mainshaft straightness test and synchronizer testing. 100 percent
replacement of seals, bearings, and other common wear components. All transmissions are
dynometer tested and ran through numerous real life scenarios. Units are shipped in high density
plastic totes to help eliminate intransit damage.Located in Zumbrota, Minnesota, they offer some of
the best and most affordable rebuilt drivetrain components. More specifically, they offer new,
remanufactured, OE replacement, and performance manual transmissions, transfer cases, and
differentials. Their expertise and massive 60,000 square foot facility allow them to produce
highquality and affordable components for thousands of different automotive applications. Upgrade
includes additional labor, towing, rental car, and freight charge coverage. Standard and nofault
Warranty coverage does not extend to commercial, farm vehicles, motorhomes and rental vehicle
applications. Modified and or offroad applications are not covered by any warranty. We can contact
you via phone or email.
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To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model at left. Please try again.Please try
again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full content visible, double tap to read
brief content. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.All EvanFischer
products are covered by 1Year Unlimited Mileage Warranty.To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. L. C. 4.0 out of 5 stars. EPA retests about 10% of
vehicle models to confirm manufacturers’ results.This is typically measured in liters 3.2L, for
example, though sometimes it is expressed in cubic inches. I4 and V6 refer to the configuration and
number of cylinders.Transmissions must either be controlled manually by the driver “Manual
Transmission” or automatically by the vehicle “Automatic Transmission”. One type of Automatic
Transmission is the Continuously Variable Transmissions CVT which doesn’t have a fixed number of
gears.Common configurations include frontwheel drive, rearwheel drive, fourwheel drive and
allwheel drive.Select Ram in the Make menu. Please try again later.To calculate the overall star
rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also
analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Please try again later. RS 4.0 out of 5 stars Regular
maintenance not included. Very reliable vehicle. Have had transmission rebuilt at abt 80K. Regular
adjustments since then no problems. Have replaced the alternator twice, Original starter replaced
recently.
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Air conditioner major repair recently, only recharge prior to that. Replaced all of the upper engine
seals recently due to oil leaks from top end. Did have issue with cruise control at one time, turned
out to be faulty brake sensor caused surge at low speed. Excellent tire ware. Not much plastic in the
vehicle. It pays to repair rather than to replace in this case. Does not burn oil to any extent. Maybe 1
qt. in 5 or 6K miles. All of the paint is original except hood. Paint on this vehicle is
superior.Transmission and engine have never been touched other than routine maintenance and
tune ups. Ive always kept up on regular oil changes and service intervals. Body hasnt rotted at all.
Been down south most of its life. The only major work ice done to it was install new fuel injection
system at 320k miles. Still my daily driver. Doesnt burn or leak oil. Always used good synthetic oil
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with decent filter and changed oil at 5,000 miles.The 4 X 4 has gone out twice too. I have owned this
vehicle since 2000 and cant wait to sell it. Very unreliable!Now I have it and drive it every day.Fast
delivery and better than oem. I would definitely recommend this product to everyone.Some common
parts need to be change quite often but their cheap parts. Easy! See customer service page for
refund and return details You can buy with confidence! A Jimmy is regarded as a wellmade car or
truck but even the most reliable vehicles cant function without servicing or repair of damaged
components. GMC markets wellregarded vehicles, including the Jimmy, and they are often seen on
the highway. Shop PartsGeek any time you want high quality automobile parts and get excellent
customer service and an honest price yearround. If youre going to need GMC Jimmy parts, the best
approach is to look for the most reliable parts and components available and here at partsgeek.com
you also find the best prices online or offline all done with world class customer service.

On occasion the trickiest aspect about restoring that vehicle is the quest for a reliable source for the
best parts. Highquality parts and other accessories are what mechanics need to keep that GMC in
great condition however harsh the conditions. When your car breaks down, the best answer is a new
high performance OEM or replacement auto part to keep your GMC in top running order. Production
on both vehicles ceased in 2005 when the GMC Jimmy was replaced by its successor, the GMC
Envoy. There have been two generations of the GMC Jimmy SUVs. Vehicles manufactured between
1982 and 1993 comprised the first generation. The original GMC Jimmy retained its twodoor body
and was powered by GMs 2.0L OHV 4cylinder engine with an output of 83horsepower, although an
optional 2.8L, 100horsepower V6 engine was also available. Emissions standards in California
limited the engine size to a 1.9L I4 gasoline engine. In an effort to boost fuel economy and
performance, GMC revamped the engine in 1985 to a 2.5L V6 engine refitted with throttle body fuel
injection and then to a 4.0L, 170 horsepower in 1987 to stay competitive with Jeep SUVs. A fourdoor
model would come into the market in 1991, and subsequent years saw additional boosts in
horsepower. The second generation GMC Jimmys were completely redesigned; the exterior and
interior sizes increased form compact to midsize SUV. In addition, a Diamond Edition Jimmy was
released in 2000 to commemorate the 30th anniversary of the Jimmy nameplate. While the GMC
Jimmy shared similar stylings and features to the Chevrolet Blazer, there were some notable
differences. Chief among the changes was different grill and trim styles. The GMC Jimmy also had
rear split and fold seats for extra cargo space. Early models came with fivespeed manual
transmission or fourspeed automatic transmissions; the later fourdoor models extended the
wheelbase and reduced the grill to one piece in the front.

Second generation cars featured exterior and interior revisions, including a new dashboard with
bigger buttons. The Diamond Edition Jimmy was outfitted with leather seats and aluminum silver
plates on its lower sides. Unfortunately, this quiet twin was not able to escape poor ratings and car
owner complaints. The National Highway Training and Safety Administration did not supply crash
test ratings, but the Insurance Institute gave the GMC Jimmy poor ratings as customers complained
about engine and braking issues. Recalls attempted to fix exterior lighting issues and hydraulic
antilock brake leaks that could result in increased braking distances. The long history of the GMC
Jimmy has created a detailed inventory of GMC Jimmy truck parts and general Jimmy parts. Luckily,
PartsGeek.com has the necessary GMC Jimmy performance parts available to help maintain and
boost the performance of your vehicle. Rest assured that PartsGeek.com will have the Jimmy auto
part in stock when you need it the most. I wont look at other sites to buy parts in the future. Delivery
was timely and a this was the best price I could find. The transmission fluid acts as a lubricant to the
gears and components within the transmission. The transmission fluid should be checked anytime
the engine oil is changed, or every 50,000 miles. Maintaining the proper amount of transmission
fluid will keep your vehicle running smoothly by ensuring that the transmission is properly
lubricated. Automatic Transmission Step 1 Star the engine of the GMC Jimmy and allow it to warm
up for 10 minutes. Transmission fluid should always be checked at operating temperature to ensure



an accurate measurement. Step 2 Keep the engine running. Place your foot on the brake pedal.
Move the shift lever through the different gears, pausing for three seconds with each gear before
continuing to the next gear. Finish with the shift lever in Park P. Allow the engine to idle for three
minutes. Step 3 Open the hood of your Jimmy.

Flip the handle up and pull the dipstick out. Wipe the tip off with a clean rag. Step 4 Replace the
dipstick and push it all the way back into the reservoir. Wait three seconds and remove the dipstick.
Read the measurement of fluid in the HOT area on the dipstick. If the fluid is in the acceptable
range, replace the dipstick and flip the handle back down to lock the dipstick in place. If the fluid is
below the lowest HOT marking, fluid needs to be added to the system. Place a funnel in the reservoir
neck and slowly add automatic transmission fluid. You should need less than a pint to bring the fluid
level within the HOT range. Recheck the fluid on the dipstick. Once the fluid registers at an
acceptable level, flip the handle down and close the hood of the Jimmy. Manual Transmission Step 1
Park the GMC Jimmy on a level surface and apply the emergency brake. Allow the vehicle to cool off
long enough so that you can rest your fingers on the transmission case. If the vehicle has recently
been driven a long distance, wait a half hour. Step 2 Open the hood of the GMC. Remove the small
rubber filler plug from the transmission case. Step 3 Check the transmission fluid level. If the level is
adequate,the fluid should reach the bottom of the filler plug hole. If you find that the level is
adequate, replace the filler plug by pushing it into place. If the level is low, add fluid to the system.
Place a funnel in the plug hole. Pour a small amount of synchromesh transmission fluid into the
funnel. Be sure to add only a small amount at a time. Continue adding fluid until the level reaches
the bottom of the filler plug hole. Replace the filler plug and push it into place to ensure that its
securely in place. Close the hood of the Jimmy.

Items you will need Rag Funnel DEXRONIII automatic transmission fluid Synchromesh transmission
fluid manual References Extended GM Warranty GMC Jimmy Owners Manual About the Author This
article was written by the It Still Works team, copy edited and fact checked through a multipoint
auditing system, in efforts to ensure our readers only receive the best information. To submit your
questions or ideas, or to simply learn more about It Still Works, contact us. Photo Credits motor
image by Petr Efremov from Fotolia.com More Articles How to Add Automatic Transmission Fluid.
How to Add Transmission Fluid to a. How to Check Transmission Fluid on a. How to Check
Transmission Fluid in a. How to Add Transmission Oil to Vehicles How to Check the Power Steering
Fluid. How to Check Transmission Fluid on a. How to Check the Transmission Fluid in. Set an alert
to be notified of new listings. Painted in aThis truck cameDressed in orange mThese trucks are
stillThese are very hard to find and is a great candidate for aIt is powered by a 350 V8 fuel injected
engine with anSuite 101 Phoenix, AZ 85048 This prestigious accolade represents the continued
growth of the company, and ClassicCars.coms dominance as the worlds largest online marketplace
for. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your
NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items
that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay
delivery. Oops! There was a problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for
later there.Get more info Radiator PACIFIC BEST INC. We have multiple fulfillment warehouses
spread coast to coast, so we can ensure our expedited delivery guarantee. Manufacturers,See our
disclaimer Fitment or Compatibility Please check all details of the product before purchasing the
item.

Quality All radiators are complete with superior materials manufactured using the most advanced
equipment operated and tested by experts in the automotive industry so quality is never
compromised. Performance Our brand new radiators meet or exceed OEM specifications for cooling
and performance with easy installation, direct fit, and the most optimal cooling efficiency leaving
you confident with a reliable and high performing replacement. Shipping We ship both domestic and



international orders. We have multiple fulfillment warehouses spread coast to coast, so we can
ensure our expedited delivery guarantee. Competitive Here at Cooling Direct, our experts and
experienced sales team make it their duty to give you the comfort of getting your part at the most
competitive cost on the market. Risk Free All radiators come with a 1year warranty, ensuring the
longlife of our products. OEM 3058772 Vehicle Tested. Perfect DropIn Fit. 1 Year Manufacturer
Warranty Radiator Row s 1; DPI Number 621 Warning WARNING California Proposition 65
www.p65warnings.ca.gov Specifications Brand Pacific Best Inc. Manufacturer Part Number
CDR0621A Manufacturer PACIFIC BEST INC. Customer Reviews Write a review Be the first to
review this item. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about
pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly. The
addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart
Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering
delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase
in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. Product warranty See details Warranty Information 1year
Manufacturer Warranty Already purchased your product. A Walmart Protection Plan can be added
within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add a Plan.

Related Pages Radiators and Engine Cooling Yitamotor Tail Light Assemblies Radiators and Engine
Cooling Parts Denso Radiators Performance Cooling Automotive Radiator Additives TYC Radiators
All Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference
number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at
Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or
distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact
Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done.
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